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Initial Idea Radio Astronomy came from Stellafane in late 70’s with
Pete after hearing a lecture by Jeff Lichtman, fonder of SARA,
Society of Amateur Radio Astronomers.
My goal will be to introduce you to the concepts and the various
Laws used in Radio Astronomy. Radio Astronomy not only
encompasses radio waves but is applicable to infrared, ultraviolet
and X-ray.
There is a lot of information in this presentation and I don’t want
you to leave without gaining some insight. I will try to explain the
concept and not get hung up on details.

Presentation Goals
 Provide a basic understanding of Astronomical
Objects that we can’t see
 Stellar Physics not included
 To give some insight as to the ‘Hardware’ used in
Radio Astronomy
 ‘Some’ Level of Understanding of the Physics that
make Radio Astronomy possible
 No Mathematics beyond Algebra and Trigonometry
 Informal Presentation
 Encourage questions
 We may all Learn Something !

Topics
 Discovery, What we don’t see
 Going from Light to Radio
 First Observations
 Some Physics Laws
 Types of Radio Telescopes
 Some discoveries
 Summary
 References

Birth of the concept
 1666 Sir Isaac Newton demonstrated that light made up of colors
 He directed a beam of light through a prism to spread light into a
‘spectrum’
 Spectroscopy born
 Detail analysis of light led to emission and absorption lines of
spectra


Each chemical element has a unique spectra
Spectrum of Sodium

Spectrum of Potassium

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/common
s/0/0b/Sodium_Spectra.jpg

By passing sun light through a slit and then a prism, the light can be
broken into distinct colors. With further examination spectral lines
can be seen. Each element has its own signature,
Newton’s discovery showed that there is a character to light.

More Concept Developers
 In 1800 William Herschel discovered ‘calorific rays’
 Beyond red color
 Produced heat
 Later renamed ‘infrared radiation’

 In 1801 Johann Ritter wondered if ‘cooling rays’ could be found
 Opposite end of visible spectrum from Herschel's discovery
 used ‘Silver Chloride’ paper and named his discovery ‘Oxidizing Rays”
 Now named ‘ultra-violet’, shorter wavelength than blue

The ‘picture’ insert shows a spectrum, in wavelengths, and the very
small portion our eye can detect.
Herschel discovered infrared light. Infrared is beyond our deep red
color. Likewise, Ritter discovered ultraviolet wavelengths, beyond
our blue eye’s response.
The wonderment of what we don’t see is stumbled on!

Our Developing Understanding
 Other notable contributions to understanding of light’s
spectra included [not limited to]:
 1802 Wollaston discovered Solar Absorption Spectra


Absorption Spectra had ‘Dark’ bands instead of ‘Light’ Bands

 1814 Fraunhofer did detailed Solar Spectra studies
 1900 Max Planck developed the ‘Black Body’ law
 1913 Niels Bohr published Atomic model


Quantum Mechanics Developed
 Light made up of Photons with specific energies
 Theory of ‘Red Shifted’ light

• In 1873 Maxwell developed Electromagnetic Radiation
Theory
• possible at any wavelength
• Contains an Electric and Magnetic components
Excerpts from How Astronomers make Sense of Starlight, Astronomy, December 2011

Several other physicists made discoveries relative to dispersing light
into it’s components.
Each element has its own specific spectral lines, or signature.
The work of Niels Bohr describing the atom lead to Quantum
Mechanics while Maxwell’s work is the foundation of
Electromagnetic radiation.

Heading towards ‘Radio’ Astronomy
• Current ‘Understanding’ of light, consists of:
• Huygens Wavelets



Light made up of ‘waves’
Useful to understand optics

• Electromagnetic wave


Used in Explaining Polarization effects

• Photon



Niels Bohr relationships
Quantum Mechanics

Radio Astronomy uses Electromagnetic radiation and
Photon based theories
• Electromagnetic Radiation is Radio!
• Photon for Spectroscopy at Specific Frequencies

Multiple theories on the makeup and behavior of light were
developed:
Huygens: Wavelets,, like waves resulting form a stone tossed
into a lake. This theory useful in describing diffraction and optical
lens behavior.
Electromagnetic wave,, Maxwell’s Electro-magnetic wave
explanation extends beyond ‘radio waves’ to Light and further.
Clearly identifies that EM waves have a polarization.
Photon.. Light is released in discrete buckets of energy, or
quanta. As an electron changes energy shells, or orbits, it absorbs,
or releases, discrete amounts of energy.

Wave travels at the Speed of Light

 The ‘E’ field defines the Polarization
 E field up/down Vertical Polarization
 E field left/right Horizontal Polarization

 The E and B fields are in phase

This describes the fundamental properties of a Electromagnetic
wave or any wave. To be identified as a WAVE. It must have a
direction and a wavelength.
The polarization of the Electromagnetic wave is defined by the
orientation of the electric field, either Vertical or Horizontal.

The Electromagnetic Spectrum
~10GHz>30MHz

Our Visible Spectrum

Radio Spectrum

Credit: NASA/IPAC

This shows the EM spectrum, the portion our eye sees and the
transparency of the atmosphere. The process of natural evolution is
seen here as our eyes respond to wavelengths that are passed by
our atmosphere,,, else we would be seeing in the dark.. Or as the TV
depicts, an alien, in heat signatures.

Why all this Light Stuff?.....
 Light Classified as Electromagnetic wave
 Can be thought as ‘Ultra Ultra High Frequency’ Radio
Wave
 Radio Astronomy Provides:
 Much more Observation Opportunities
 Radio Wavelengths are not obstructed by interstellar
Dust
 Targets may not emit energy in our Optical Spectrum
 Yields more insight to the Wonders of the Heavens

Tying our ‘understanding’ of Light to Radio, using the Electromagnetic theory.

First observations
 1920, AT&T tasked Karl Jansky to find a source of Noise in Transcontinental

Communications

 Frequency was 20.5 MHz
 Discovered Thunder and Solar ‘noise’
 ‘faint’ noise peaked at 23hr, 56min interval


In direction of Sagittarius

 Later identified as the center of our galaxy, the MILKY WAY
 Unit of ‘Radio Brightness” named after Jansky

1Jy=10-26 W/(m2.Hz)
Watts per (meter2 in measuring BW)
Jansky’s Antenna is on display at
the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory {NRAO}, Green Bank,
WV.
Jansky and his Antenna

The first radio astronomical observations were not driven by
astronomy but by capitalism. AT&T had a unexplainable noise in
their transcontinental communication links. They tasked Jansky to
find out why and what was the noise source. Jansky’s antenna on
display at National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green bank WV.
The Radio astronomy field intensity unit is named the Jansky and is
the power detected using a 1 meter square antenna and a 1 Hz
Receiver Bandwidth. From this you can see increasing the antenna
size and receiver bandwidth will increase the overall receiver
sensitivity.
Field Intensity is the energy over a defined antenna area using a
‘receiver’ of known bandwidth.

Grote Reber
• 1937, Amateur Astronomer Grote Reber,
compiled first sky map at 160 MHz
• Built a 31.4ft dish in his backyard
• 160MHz State of the Art in 1937
• A Radio Amateur, W9GFZ
• No zoning laws!

• Reber’s Antenna on display at NRAO

Grote Reber was an amateur Radio operator, a HAM with the call
sign W9GFZ. He made a radio map, like a star chart, of the sky at
160MHz. 160MHz is just above the commercial FM, aeronautical
and Police/Fire bands. It is in the VHF spectrum.
A 160 MHz receiver in 1937 was state of the art as the receiver was
all tubes. Today we have VHF, UHF and SHF then extending to
microwave and beyond. His effort substantiates the contributions of
amateurs to science.. Even today amateurs ask questions that push
boundaries.
Can you imaging having a neighbor erecting this in today's
environment?

Now Some Theory

The goal here is to introduce you some basic concepts.

Black Body, Planck’s Law
In 1900 Max Planck discovered a body’s apparent brightness will increase as it’s
Temperature increases. Using Planck’s Law the brightness at other Wavelengths can be
predicted knowing by the brightness at the observed Wavelength.
Is ‘White Hot’ hotter than ‘Red Hot’?
Predicted Brightness
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Bv(T) Spectral Brightness as a function of Temperature
h = Planck’s Constant
6.626 x10-34 Js
ν = Frequency, Hz
c = speed of Light, m/sec
300x106 m/s
k = Boltzmann Constant
1.381x10-23 J/K
from Tools of Radio Astronomy, Rohlfs & Wilson
Brightness

Observational Frequency

Note Peaks vs. Temperature

The Black Body Law is quite an achievement. Several physicists tried
to mathematically recreate the observed phenomena but Max Plank
derived an equation describing the exact observations.
Basically, as an object get hotter, its color changes,, i.e. White Hot is
hotter than red hot..
The red arrows show some data processing steps used to calculate
the peak temperature of a body.

Plotting the Black Body Equation
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Black Body Equation
In MathCad format
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Here Plank’s equation is plotted using MathCAD. The intensity as a
function of frequency is shown. The different color traces are of
different temperatures.
The X axis is increasing frequency. Arrows point out the upper limit
of the Atmosphere transparency and the Visible Spectrum.

Wien’s Displacement Law
In 1893 Wien found that product of Peak Wavelength and Temperature was
a Constant. The Peak Wavelength is therefore directly related to the
Temperature.
 By Measuring the Temperature verses

Wavelength:

 Product of (λpeak )*T is a Constant

λ peakT = 2.8978 x10 6 nm K
 The Temperature relates to the Peak

‘Brightness’ Wavelength of the Object

 Wien’s Law relates Temperature and

the observed peak wavelength of an
Object

T = ( 2.8978 x106 nm K)/λ peak
Is ‘White Hot’ hotter than ‘Red Hot’?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wien%27s_displacement_law
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/wien.html

This may be considered an extension of the Black Body law. Wien
discovered the wavelength of the peak intensity times the
temperature was a constant. This confirms a white hot object is in
fact hotter than a red hot object.

Wien’s Displacement Law
λ peakT = 2.8978 x10 6 nm K

• Plot sweeping Wavelength
• Wavelength plotted Logarithmically
• Brightness is Plotted Linear

Here is the MathCAD plot. Increasing Intensity is linear while
increasing wavelength is logarithmic.

Johnson-Nyquist Noise Temperature Theorem
In 1926 Johnson, discovered that a conductor will produce free electrons
depending on its’ Temperature. In 1928, Nyquist applied Quantum Mechanics
principals and derived Johnson’s equation.
The noise is sometimes referred to as “Johnson Noise”.
Using vn = [ 4 k T R BW ] 1/2, the maximum available noise
power delivered to a noiseless load from a resistor at a
Temperature is given by:

P = k T BW
P = Watts
k = Boltzmann Constant
T = Temperature in Deg K
BW= Bandwidth of measurement, Hz

in = en/2R
Pn=in^2*R

Maximum Power Transferred when
Generator internal resistance is equal to
the Load resistance

Nyquist found that any conductor, at a temperature, will produce
free electrons. Free electrons are produced by atoms bumping into
each other. The warmer the atoms are, the faster they move
producing more collisions. The collisions produce free electrons. If
there is a circuit, a current is produced. The resultant current
produces power in a load.. The load is considered noiseless which is
not possible.
This is used in radio astronomy as wide bandwidths and cooled
receivers are used to increase the overall sensitivity.
This relationship is also used in receiving system design and predicts
the minimum signal detected. The delectability of a signal is the
signal’s strength above the noise floor. All amplifiers add noise to
their input signal which can be reduced by cooling. A system maybe
defined as having a ‘System Temperature’ which means it’s noise
output can be related to a resistor at that temperature.

Cosmic Yard Stick
 Hydrogen is the most abundant element
 Hydrogen atom has an Electron Spin ‘flip’
 The ‘pole’ of the electron flips
 The Occurrence of the flip can be predicted

statistically

 Spin flip produces a ‘photon’ at a precise
frequency
 1420405751.767 Hz

 Measuring the ‘Spin Flip’ signal can be:
 Used to determine Hydrogen gas cloud Density
 Δf shift due to Doppler can determine velocities

from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_line

The Hydrogen Electron Spin-Flip is the key to determining the mass
of a hydrogen cloud and its’ relative velocity using the Doppler shift.
Quantum Mechanics is used to predict the release of specific
buckets, quanta, of energy.

How these are used in Radio Astronomy


Black Body and Wien Laws used to predict the Peak Temperature of an Object


Class of Star




Mass of the Star
Estimated age of the star using the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram





Johnson-Nyquist relationship used





UBVRI Classes, Brightness's outside our eyesight

Thermal Power Radiated from Target
Determining Receiving System Temperature

Hydrogen Spin Flip



Hydrogen Gas Cloud Density
Gas Cloud Velocity using Doppler Effect

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertzsprung%E2%80%93Russell_diagr
amhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertzsprung%E2%80%93Russell_dia
gram

We are beginning to use all this:
The picture insert shows the apparent temperature of a star.
As above, the Black Body law will predict the peak temperature of
the star and therefore the star class and mass may be deduced.
The Nyquist relationship can also be used to determine the objects
temperature.. Knowing the receiver gain and bandwidth.
The HR Diagram shows the Class of Star and its age. The Star’s age is
depicted in GREEN on the ‘Main Sequence’.

Using the theory…

So….. What does all this mean?
 A Star’s Temperature relates to its Brightness
 defines the Class of Star


UBVRI Classifications

 Used to determine Star’s Mass
 where it is in its lifetime using the Hertzsprung-Russell

Diagram
 The Objects Temperature can be calculated
 The Telescope’s Total Gain and Bandwidth are known

P = k T BW

 A Star’s Peak Brightness can be calculated using Planck’s
and Wien’s Laws

A ‘Process’
Predicted Peak

ObjB =

Bp
Aant * Asys
Measured ‘Brightness’
Power, Bp

Where:
Aant is the Antenna Gain Factor
Asys is the ‘Receiver’ Gain Factor

Green
Telescope Frequency and Bandwidth
Atmosphere Upper Limit, 6GHz

• Several Frequencies used to gain better Black-Body Curve fit
• Wein’s Law can be used to ‘Check’ Peak

This shows a possible data process.
The object’s brightness is calculated knowing the receiver’s
frequency, bandwidth and overall gain. The gain of the antenna is a
critical part of the overall gain of the system. The detected
brightness is ‘plugged’ into Plank’s Black Body equation and the
object’s peak temperature can be calculated. Several observations
at different frequencies, or wavelengths, are used to increase the
confidence of the data and the resulting curve fit.

Telescope Configurations
• Continuum Telescope
• Continuously looks at target
• Dickie Switched Telescope
• Telescope Input Switched between Antenna
and Reference Load
• Interferometers
• Multiple Antennas feeding the Telescope
Input

24

Continuum Telescope

Continuum Topology
Telescope in “Total Power” Configuration
 Measures the total Signal Power at the Antenna,

Continuously
 Over a known Bandwidth
 Appears as ‘white noise’



A random signal of equal amplitude at multiple frequencies
‘No Martians Whispering’……. {Yet!}

 Telescope Pre-amp liquid Helium cooled, 3 Degrees Kelvin

p = k * T * Bw
 Telescope’s Sensitivity set by Antenna Gain, Internal

Electronics Noise, System Bandwidth and Integration
Time
 The object’s Temperature can be measured

A Continuum Telescope essentially ‘stares’ at the object building up
the signal over time, integration. The telescope is used 100% of the
time ON the target. The resulting signal very small and electronics
drift may bury the signal completely. The telescope electronics are
contained in a temperature controlled environment to reduce
electronics drift. The telescope’s key components are cooled using
liquid helium, 3 Deg K.
The result of a continuum telescope is the object's temperature.
Doppler, or spectral data, cannot be detected unless a parallel
detection process are used; multiple sub bandwidths or an FFT, a
mathematical spectral content routine.

Continuum continued…
 Spectral Content Obtained by:
 In Hardware:
 Obtained by Breaking the Telescope BW into smaller sub BW’s
 Spectral Content can be detected
 Doppler effects can be detected
 Increased Cost and Complexity
 In Software
 Post Detection Processing



Fast Fourier Transform
Software method for extracting Frequency Components from a Signal

 The Total Power architecture subject to Electronic gain changes
 Electronics contained in a Temperature controlled environment

Dickie Switched Telescope

Dickie Switched Receiver Topology
 Idea conceived by Robert Dickie in WW2 while working on

RADAR Systems

 The Dickie Switch topology removes the Electronics Gain Drift
 Alternatively switches the telescope’s input:
 between the Antenna
 ‘Reference Load’ at a known Temperature
 Any Electronics Drift will hide the signal
 Dickie Switch topology measures the Telescope’s Electronic

Gain ‘on-the-fly’
 The power from the ‘Reference Load’ is calculated using
Johnson-Nyquist’s relationship
 Telescope’s Gain then: Ag= Pout/Pin
 Liquid Helium Cooled Pre-Amp
 Telescope’s Sensitivity set by Antenna Gain, Internal Electronics
Noise, System Bandwidth and Integration Time

Alternatively, the telescope input is switched between the antenna
and a load of known temperature. The telescope’s gain can be
calculated knowing the bandwidth and the detected load’s noise
power. This is known as a Dickie Switch Receiver or Telescope..

Dickie Switched Receiver
 The object’s Temperature can be measured
 Spectral Content Obtained by:
 In Hardware:

by Breaking the Telescope BW into smaller sub BW’s
 Spectral Content can be detected
 Doppler effects can be detected
 Increased Cost and Complexity
 In Software
 Post Detection Processing
 Fast Fourier Transform
 Software method for extracting Frequency Components from
a Signal
 Telescope Sensitivity ½ that of Continuum Receiver as the Antenna
looking at the target ½ of the Time
 Slightly more Complexity and cost compared to Total Power
Configuration


Telescope Electronics with Dicke Switch
Block Diagram
"Warm and Cumfy"
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My Radio Telescope ‘First Light’
Data 6/16/04 Total Power, 2Mhz BW @ 408 MHz Az=275,
El=35 317296861.dat
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First Antenna Didn’t do to Well….

408 MHz Radio Telescope

Interferometer Telescope

Interferometry
Very Large Array, New Mexico

“Gomer, 187degrees!!”
 Developed to increase Angular Telescope Resolution
 Multiple antennas combining received signals


Phase causes addition and cancelation of the combined signals

 Phase Coherence must be maintained across the whole array

 Telescope Resolution Increased, Sensitivity slightly increased


Bigger Synthetic Aperture


Slightly more capture ‘Area’

 More Complexity and Cost compared to Total Power Configuration
from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_astronomy

Interferometery is a way to make the apparent antenna bigger.
It uses multiple antennas spaced out over an area and the overall
area then sets the overall resolution. The technique synthesizes a
bigger antenna. The overall sensitivity is only slightly increased as
the total antenna array is synthesized with smaller antennas. The
synthesized antenna array area is much smaller than if the antenna
was not made up from smaller ones.

Interferometer Development
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This shows the basic concept.
Φis due to Antenna Steering or the Earth’s rotation.
The single antenna ‘sees’ only one signal. Multiple antennas see
multiple signals from the same source but over a wider, or bigger,
area, aperture. The bigger aperture increases resolution and slightly
increases sensitivity.

The Trigonometry
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The difference in time the signal appears at each antenna and the
combined signals adding and canceling, allows the objects position
to be determined more precisely.

The Signals:
Phase Shift caused by Angle Φ
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MathCAD is used to plot the output of an interferometer. Using a
filter removes the unwanted responses or side-lobes.

Interferometer Gains
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Graphs from MathCAD using a baseline
of 10 meters and a Frequency of 100MHz

This shows the improvements resolution between a single antenna
and an interferometer.
The 3dB , or ½ Power Point, is used to determine the resolution of
an antenna.
The improvement in angular resolution may be increased by spacing
the 2, or more, antennas further apart, increasing the Baseline of
the Interferometer. The Base Line can be extended beyond the
Earth's orbit using satellites or a 6 month spacing in observations

Phase Switched Interferometer

Phase Switched Interferometer
 The same simple Interferometer idea applies
 Multiple antennas looking at the same source
 Phase Addition and Cancelation of the combined signals

 Phase Switch Interferometer invented by Sir Martin Ryle
 The first Professor of Radio Astronomy at the University of

Cambridge

 Founding Director of the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory
 Awarded Nobel Prize for Physics in 1974

 Consists of inserting a 180°delay in one Antenna leg
 180°is ½ a Wavelength
 Post Detection Processing reduces External and Internal Noise

Sources

 Electronics need to be Temperature Controlled
 Reduce electronics gain drift

 More Complexity and Cost compared to Total Power Configuration

The Phase Switched Interferometer uses the same basic principals in
antenna spacing. The difference in this topology is one leg of the
interferometer has a 180°delay, switched in and Out. The phase
switching is controlled by, usually, a square wave oscillator. This 180
degree phase shift signal is applied to the antenna phase delay
switch and a synchronous detector, or lock-In amplifier. The Lock-In
basically multiplies the signal by +1 or -1. The idea is that noise
signals will average to 0 thereby increasing the overall sensitivity.

Phase Shift Interferometer
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MathCAD is used to plot the output of this interferometer. Using a
filter removes the unwanted responses.
Sky and Telescope YEARs ago had a several part series on
constructing a 150MHz Phase-Switching Interferometer.

Coming up for Air..

Radio Astronomy Frequencies





13.36- 13.41 MHz used for Solar Research
25.55-25.67 MHz for Jupiter Research
73, 150, 406 MHz used for Pulsar Research
Deuterium
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 Hydrogen
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 1720.530
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Transparent
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18.343 GHz
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Radio Spectroscopic Observations
 Converting the Telescope’s Output from time domain
to frequency domain
 Hardware or Software

 Target’s Spectral content can be seen
 the target’s element make-up can be determined
 the target’s velocity can be determined

Spectral observations take
more time, Signal integrated
for longer times

Doppler effects are applicable to light as well. The elements
contained in the object are identifiable using the spectroscopic
‘signature’. This signature is displaced due to the objects relative
velocity as seen by us. A Red Shifted spectrum signifies the object is
receding from us.
The inserted picture shows the receding Doppler shifted signal as a
percent of the speed of light.

Radio Astronomy Challenges
 Radio wavelengths much longer than optical
 To demonstrate the effect of wavelengths:
 Define ‘Observing Gain’ as (aperture area/wavelength)


Define human Eye as 1



Fully night adapted 7 mm diameter… 0.007 meters
Green light 535 nm… 535 x10^-9 …. 0.000,000,535 meters

 Human Eye Gain (HEG)

HEG = (.007 / 2)2π / 535x10− 9 = 71.93
 Typical Amateur Instrument 8 Inch

8” = 0.203 m : 843 Gain over Human Eye
200 Inch Mt Palomar Gain
 200 “ = 5.08 m: 526,663 Gain over Human Eye
Reber’s 31.4 ft Dish @ 160MHz 0.537 over Human Eye






To illustrate the effect of wavelength on observed detail, the dark
adapted human eye and its’ responding wavelength will be defined
as ‘1’, or unity.

Telescope Resolutions

100954” = 28°
41254” = 11.5°
517” = 8.6’
207” = 3.5’

Note the Resolution column, in arc seconds, of the different
telescope configurations.

Arecibo Radio Telescope






https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arecibo_Observatory

1000 ft Dish
Carved into Mountains
Spherical Figure
Comprised of 38778 3x6 ft Panels
Held to ~1.5” to maintain ‘Figure’
at 1GHz

Further Challenges








Human Eye has 1000 million pixels
We ‘see’ a complete image immediately
A Radio Astronomy “Image” made of pixels
 EACH pixel takes TIME !!
 Each Radio detector integrates [adds up] the signal to form A
Pixel
Telescope ‘Resolution’
Degrees=1.02 λ/Aperture
 At Radio, wavelength longer and aperture smaller when
compared to Optical
Radio Telescope front-end needs to be cooled to reduce
Thermal Noise, Johnson-Nyquist Theorem

The typical radio telescope has only 1 pixel. It needs to be moved
over the target or let the earth sweep across it..
The resulting ‘image’ is compiled one pixel at a time. The resulting
detail a function of the antenna’s beam width and the wavelength
of the receiving system.

Radio Astronomy Advantages
1.42GHz

An Optical Image of the Galaxy M87 and a radio
image using the Very Large Array. The second is
an image of the highlighted area using the Very
Long Base-Line Interferometer.




Target ‘active’ at multiple wavelengths
Images’ not blocked by inter-galactic dust
 Due to longer wavelength
Decreasing Wavelength allows increased
Resolution
Degres = 1.02λ/Aperture

43GHz
From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_astronomy

Whew,,, we made it!!
OK,, here are some results…
Top Left is the optical image while the right images are at radio
wavelengths.

‘Big Bang’ Remnants

The accidental discovery of cosmic microwave background radiation in 1964 is a major
development in modern physical cosmology. Although predicted by earlier theoretical work
around 1950, it was first discovered accidentally by American radio astronomers Arno
Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson as they experimented with the Holmdel Horn Antenna.
The discovery was important evidence for a hot early Universe (big bang theory ) and was
evidence against the rival steady state theory. In 1978, Penzias and Wilson were awarded
the Nobel Prize for Physics for their joint discovery.
From : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discovery_of_cosmic_microwave_background_radiation

Penzias and Wilson had problems as they ‘heard’ an isotropic noise,
It had no direction. They contracted Robert Dickie who suggested
‘some cosmological phenomena. The above map at 4080 MHz.
Current investigation are looking at the apparent dark area in the
above plot. Is this a Worm hole into another Dimension?

Advances

From: http://www2.astronomicalheritage.net/index.php/show-theme?idtheme=18

This compares Reber’s 160MHz 1937 map, grey scale, to a current
Hydrogen Spin Flip in color.

Some Results

Fomalhaut is a relatively nearby star system
and one of only about 20 in which planets have
been imaged directly. The entire system is
approximately 440 million years old, or about
one-tenth the age of our solar system. ALMA
image of the debris disk in the Fomalhaut star
system.

From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_astronomy

https://scitechdaily.com/alma-views-fomalhaut-star-system/

Further insights. The uses of multiple wavelengths allows looking
through dust clouds and see energies that our eyes cant detect.
The left ‘image’ is a radio image of the central region of our galaxy.
The arrow indicates the supernova remnant.
The right image of Fomalhault shows dust and rocks orbiting and is
the beginning of planetary formation.

HorseHead Nebula

Here are parallel pictures of the Horsehead Nebula in the
optical / infrared / radio wavelengths. In the optical, dust
obscures star-forming activity. In the infrared, the hot, thin layer
of dust around the cloud glows. At radio wavelengths, both dust
and molecules glow, providing a wealth of information on
regions that are otherwise invisible in the optical range.

Horsehead Gas Velocity

From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horsehead_Nebula

M33, Triangulum Galaxy

Technical Details
Telescope: UK Schmidt; UK Schmidt; UK
Schmidt; VLA; VLA
Band: B; R; V; L; L
Date: Wed Apr 25 16:35:43 EDT 2012;
Wed Apr 25 16:35:52 EDT 2012; Wed Apr
25 16:35:33 EDT 2012; 1998-0611T16:56:02.1; 1998-05-11T01:05:51.6
Center: RA: 1:33:50.9, Dec: 30:02:38.39
Field of View: 120.1 x 75.75 arc-minutes

Galaxies contain hundreds of billions of stars. They often group together in clusters, with a
history of sharing and tearing their gases and dark matter. This is the Triangulum Galaxy,
also known as M33. It is in the Local Group of galaxies, which includes the Andromeda
Galaxy and our galaxy, the Milky Way. M33 is over thirty thousand light years across, and
more than two million light years away. The optical data show the many stars within the
galaxy as well as reddish star forming regions that are filled with hot Hydrogen gas. The
radio data from the Very Large Array (VLA) represented in blue, reveal the cool Hydrogen
gas within the galaxy, gas which cannot be seen with an optical telescope. Combined
together, the radio and optical give a more comprehensive view of star formation in this
galaxy.
Credit: B. Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF using data provided by T. Rector, NOAO/AURA/NSF

Galaxies UGC813 and UGC816 Colliding
The “Taffy” galaxies are the results
of a collision between two galaxies,
UGC 813 (right) and UGC 816
(left). They were normal disk
galaxies before they collided faceon at a speed of one million miles
per hour about 50 million years
ago. The disks of stars and dense
clouds of molecular gas passed
through each other relatively
unharmed and are now separating.
Diffuse HI gas clouds were stopped
between the galaxies or thrown out
in long tails, shown in blue. Disk
magnetic fields are anchored by
dense molecular clouds and are
being stretched like bands of taffy
between the galaxies as they
separate. This bridge produces the
radio continuum emission depicted
in red.
Credit: (NRAO/AUI/NSF)
Technical Details
Telescope: VLA; VLA; Skyview
Band: HI; L; Date: 2001-07-27; 2001-07-27; Wed Mar 29
12:04:41 EDT 2017
Center: RA: 1:16:16.46, Dec: 46:02:57.65

Hydrogen Connect Clusters of Galaxies
NGC6946

This composite image contains three
distinct features: the bright star-filled
central region of galaxy NGC 6946 in
optical light (blue), the dense hydrogen
tracing out the galaxy’s sweeping spiral
arms and galactic halo (orange), and
the extremely diffuse and extended field
of hydrogen engulfing NGC 6946 and
its companions (red). The new GBT
data show the faintly glowing hydrogen
bridging the gulf between the larger
galaxy and its smaller companions. This
faint structure is precisely what
astronomers expect to appear as
hydrogen flows from the intergalactic
medium into galaxies or from a past
encounter between galaxies.
Credit: D.J. Pisano (WVU); B. Saxton
(NRAO/AUI/NSF); Palomar Observatory
– Space Telescope Science Institute
2nd Digital Sky Survey (Caltech);
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
Technical Details
Telescope: 48-in Samuel Oschin Telescope; GBT; WSRT
Band: B; L; L
Date: Sun Mar 24 21:40:08 EDT 2013; 2009-05-09T00:00:00.0; 2002-0404T00:00:00.0
Center: RA: 20:34:52.33, Dec: 60:00:36.88
Field of View: 31.59 x 31.59 arc-minutes

Hydrogen Clouds in M81 Cluster

Technical Details
Telescope: UK Schmidt; UK Schmidt; UK Schmidt; GBT;
VLA
Band: B; V; R; L; L
Date: -; -; -; 2003-06-12; 1992-08-09
Center: RA: 9:55:33.17, Dec: 69:00:15.67
Field of View: 172.35 x 142.05 arc-minutes

A composite radio-optical image
shows five new clouds of
hydrogen gas discovered using
the Green Bank Telescope. The
spiral galaxy M81 and its satellite,
M82, are seen in visible light
(white); the new hydrogen gas is
colored red; and additional
hydrogen gas earlier detected by
the Very Large Array (green). The
M81 Group of galaxies, 11.8
million light-years from Earth, are
interacting gravitationally with
each other, as shown clearly by
the gas streaming among them.
The newly-discovered gas clouds,
each containing from 14 to 57
million times the mass of our Sun,
are similar to gas clouds near our
own Milky Way Galaxy. They are
likely remnants of earlier
interactions among the galaxies.
Probably, the Milky Way has had
a similar history.
Credit: Chynoweth et al.,
NRAO/AUI/NSF, Digital Sky
Survey

NGC6946 Optical vs. Radio

Triangulum Optical vs. Radio

Conclusion
 Radio Astronomy extends our ‘seeing’ beyond our Eyesight
 Radio Images Expand our understanding of Optical
images and our Universe
 Big-Bang remnants discovered using Radio Astronomy
 Allows observations of objects normally obstructed by
interstellar/intergalactic dust
 Radio Astronomy extends to microwave, infra-red and XRay
 Allows verification of relativistic theories
 Encompasses optics, microwave, radio and digital
technologies
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